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• heutagogy (self-determined learning)
• student empowerment
• nurturing agency in students
CASE STUDY - CONTEXT
big classroom - theory
exercise sessions
CASE STUDY - CONTEXT
Interactive lecture 
with Q&A and discussions

CASE STUDY - ISSUE
Students' questions and discussions 
on the “discussion platform” are not 
connected to the course material
Result:
• No “overview” of the questions and 
answers (students and teachers)
• Students do not spot interesting Q&A or 
discussion when they are studying the 
content
• Students ask similar questions multiple 
times




• Integration with LMS
• Students see questions and discussion 
already when viewing material
• Fewer duplicate questions
• As teacher: easier to get overview of 
difficult parts to be discussed in 
interactive session or points for 
improvement of material
TO BE IMPROVED
• Which questions are new?















Or leave your contact information in the chat!
T H A N K S !
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